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Prophix CPM for SYSPRO
Prophix empowers finance professionals with our innovative software that automates critical financial
processes delivering greater visibility into their company’s financial health, improving a company’s
profitability and minimizing their risks. Thousands of innovative organizations in nearly one hundred
countries use Prophix to gain increased visibility and insight into their business performance.

Seamless Integration with SYSPRO
Prophix software is built to integrate easily with a variety of databases, flat files, external data sources,
or other formats including direct access to the SYSPRO ERP system. Prophix’s data integration features
a simple interface , which any business user can master without relying on IT assistance, this allows
SYSPRO users to easily move data into pre-built models effortlessly. Using open database technology, our
software maximizes collaboration across report publishing, data entry and workflow processes, and since
our product is built on the Microsoft SQL platform, SYSPRO users will have comfort in the familiarity of
the interface to which they have become accustomed.

Rapid implementation

Low cost of ownership

Unified and scalable

Choice of deployment
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Prophix Solutions
Prophix believes that a single platform is
essential. Their product addresses multiple
CPM capabilities through a common interface.
As a complete CPM package, you can purchase
Prophix now and implement only the
functionality you need while being able to
grow the solution with you to support
your future, more strategic performance
management endeavours.

Budgeting
Create consistent and accurate
budgets, reduce duplication,
and more time for analysis.
Create precise budgets with far
less labor and gain a deeper
understanding of what drives
your profitability.

Reporting
Automate the production and
distribution of your balance
sheet, income statement, cash
flow statement and more –
ensuring that no one sees
information which they should
not access. Leverage stunning
visuals of your KPIs (dashboards
and scorecards) to offer
quick views of the company’s
performance in real-time.

Forecasting
Prophix’s forecasting software
enables you to align information
and know where you stand, at
any given time, in relation to
strategic objectives.
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Financial Consolidation
Prophix financial consolidation
empowers you with clear
insights derived from accurate
consolidated financial
information by eliminating
manual processes and
automating reoccurring ones.

Analysis
Facilitate business analysis
from multiple perspectives.
Gain a holistic view of your
organization’s performance, while
satisfying specific requirements
for financial and operational
analysis to make informed
decisions.

Cash Flow Planning
Understanding financial
performance along with your
cash position will provide your
executive team with the ability
to properly time investments,
ensure purchases are in
alignment with organizational
objectives and improve
communications with your bank.

Contact us
Visit our website or contact us to learn more
about our company, products and services.
WWW.SYSPRO.COM
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